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2007 inductees (from left) Tiffany Bell, Fred Trace, and Richard Wolfe appear with some of their fellow Hall of Fame members on this page and the next and where indicated on the remaining pages.
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Terri Frankin introduced her sister, Tiffany Bell, while Hall of Famer Ted Gruszkwoski Jr. presented Fred Trace and Richard Wolfe.

After their speeches, NCAUSBCA President and Hall of Famer Tom Dale Jr. presented the hardware to the new inductees.
To close the induction ceremony, the three newest NCAUSBCA Hall of Fame members, Tiffany Bell (left), Fred Trace (right), and Richard Wolfe (below left), placed their photo on the Hall of Fame Board.

With the ceremony over, the remainder of the evening included dancing to music presented by DJ Jaleni. Among those who took to the dance floor included (right) Hall of Famer Willie Jelks and April Glover, and (below, from left) Hall of Famer Linda Elmore, Hazel Wallace, Jennifer Stevens and Vicki Trace, and Sharon & Hall of Famer Greg “The Doctor” Goetz.